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FOREWORD
Lights on Europe podcast embarked on an uneasy journey of
bringing the world of European policy-making and the people behind
it closer to the general public. It is always a big risk to attempt to
demystify the insights of large institutional structures.
I am convinced that Lights on Europe is doing an excellent job in this
regard. With a lightness that’s in its very name, the interviews
provide great insights into the diversity of people, portfolios, joys as
well as the challenges accompanying the creation of European
policies.
Congratulations to the first season and I’m already looking forward
to the next one!

BY VLADIMÍR ŠUCHA
The first guest of the Lights on Europe podcast in September 2019 as the thenhighest ranking Slovak official at the European institutions - Director General of
the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission, its in-house scientific
service.

INTRODUCTION
HOW TO FLOW THROUGH
THIS BOOK?
WHAT WILL YOU DISCOVER INSIDE?

Congratulations! You have chosen to invest your precious
time into exploring this book - it offers you a unique set
of the best takeaways from Season 1 and
accompanying bonus reflections on the values
underpinning ‘new culture’ leadership for Europe.
Every chapter in this book stands for an episode in
season 1 of Lights on Europe. It is an opportunity for you
to draw inspiration for reflection about the desirable
leadership for Europe by those who I am proud to count
among my most inspiring friends.
I have carefully selected a theme for each interview to
give you access to a different side of EU careers, policymaking and the influencing process. Each guest is a
leader walking the talk of new culture leadership,
inspiring and teaching me something new every time we
meet. I hope that these conversations will allow you to
tune into their deeper knowledge, desires, lessons
learned from their pitfalls, and recipes for showing up in
the world with impact, kindness and authenticity. Maybe
it will serve as an entry point to awaken new insights
about yourself and how you lead on your path?
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The book is organised around the following sections:
1. The ‘best of’ quotes extracted from an interview (or a
series of those) with one of the Lights on Europe
guests presented in that chapter.
2. My reflection on the leadership value discussed in
that episode. Each value was identified upfront as one
of the guiding principles that could inspire the
transformation of leadership in Europe towards a
more purpose-driven, values-based and feminine style
of leading and communicating.
3. A needle-moving question - inviting your reflection
about how you could live that value in your everyday
reality so that we become the change we wish to see.
4. A free space for your own creations - be they notes,
comments or illustrations accompanying the ones that
I have sprinkled around the text. So get your drink
and tools ready to keep both halves of your brain
switched on - I am excited to receive photos of your
creations!
So are you committed to play full out? Do the
challenges and reflective work offered to you at the end
of each chapter. They may get you feel a little
uncomfortable. But I promise they will change your life
and how you show up in your community! An imperfect
action is always better than staying stuck in non-action.
Maybe you can also find an accountability partner or a
buddy to bounce off new ideas with?
All episodes are independent of each other so feel free to
dip in and out of the chapters in whatever order your
skfdka
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heart and curiosity leads you to. The overall #theme
encompassing
the
interview
and
subsequent
reflection can help navigate you in your exploration you will find here everything from the love of politics to
the politics of love, from lobbying for equality to bringing
equality into the world of lobbying, from healing the
institutions
to
institutionalising
various
healing
modalities.
I hope you will enjoy this book as a gift to us, the team,
and to you, our audience, to remind us all to pause,
breathe and celebrate the unique, beautiful and
hopefully enriching work done over the past season.
I wish you to:
Create beautiful self-care moments of reflection as
you read this book
Always close it with plenty of inspiring thoughts,
adding clarity to how your talents could manifest for
the world
Stay connected to those insights as life moves on and
possibly let me know, whenever you remember this
book as a source.
Cheers!
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EPISODE

08

#AUTHENTICITY

CORINNA
HÖRST
There are limits to what we can do as human beings.
Especially in the field of policy-making where we face
huge crises all the time, we need to accept that one
individual cannot fix it all.
Each of us have to find our own ways of how we can
contribute to build the world as we envision it.
I reached a point where it all was just too much and I
needed to redefine my priorities.

DEPUTY DIRECTOR AND
SENIOR FELLOW OF THE
BRUSSELS OFFICE OF THE
GERMAN MARSHALL
FUND OF THE UNITED
STATES.
CO-FOUNDER OF THE
BRUSSELS BINDER.

LISTEN NOW ON YOUTUBE
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COVID-19 is not the only pandemic the world is facing.
Why is it that the other one - the pandemic of mental
disease and burnouts - catches much less media
attention? We all know the symptoms too well, be it from
our own personal experience, or having lived through it
with somebody close to us. We know what a physical,
emotional or mental shutdown looks like.
We are far less skilled, however, in recognising the early
signs. We are not trained at all in catching the cultural
conditioning that leads us to an abandonment of self in
the quest for perfectionism and over deliverance. Most
people are left absolutely clueless, trying to figure out
how to get out of their burnout in a way that brings about
true healing. The truth is there is no universal recipe for a
cure, only one’s OWN circumstances getting into it, way
of getting through, and then emerging out of it.
Of course, the treatment may include a complete offline
#detox or engaging in practices that allow reconnecting
with the self, nature or one’s spiritual grounding. It takes
a magical combination of playfulness and #mindfulness
to discover not only one’s #own recipe for getting out of
a burnout but also to discover one’s own reasons for
getting into one in the first place. Switching up those
lifestyle habits and thinking patterns is essential to be
able to break free, and to reboot life into the 2.0 version
that takes better care of your mind, body and soul.
Kudos to the #heroes willing to share more about their
burnout struggle and the journey through it. As we can
see in our interview with Corinna, it takes a lot of bravery
to find the recipe to recover and even more to speak up
about this experience.
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It’s the ultimate example of walking the talk of
#authentic sharing. Embracing this #vulnerability is
one of the main principles of a new culture of leadership
that we want to see more of in Europe. Let’s celebrate
those willing to lead this change.

What is one well-being practice that you can prioritise today?
Would you be willing to share your story of burnout prevention
(and/or healing) with the Lights on Europe community?

@luciaklestincova

SUBSCRIBE to
@LUCIAKLESTINCOVA

@lightsoneurope
@luciaklestincova
@lightsoneurope
@luciaklestincova

LIKE PAGE
@klestincovalucia
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EPISODE

35

#ACTIVISM

ALBERTO
ALEMANNO
I don’t recall a specific moment when I would have
decided that I want to dedicate my life to giving a voice
to people who do not have it. Over time, in particular
when I became a professor, which was my dream, I
realized that I didn’t have much influence. And that’s
when I started asking myself ‘so what?’ How can I be
useful?
We have such a great demand for expertise and
knowledge. But we need to also make sure that such
demand can meet with the supply somewhere - that’s
how the Good Lobby civic start-up was born.

FOUNDER OF THE GOOD
LOBBY, A NOT-FORPROFIT THAT INSPIRES,
MAINSTREAMING
LOBBYING AS A NEW
PRACTICE OF CIVIC
AND DEMOCRATIC LIFE.

The challenge is to ‘beautify’ the policy-process. We
need to make sure that people understand the basic
concept and the distinctions between politics, which is
how to get elected, and policy, which is about defining
the rules of the game. And everybody should respect
the policy side.

PROFESSOR OF EU LAW
AT HEC PARIS. AUTHOR
AND SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEUR.
LISTEN NOW ON YOUTUBE
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Can one citizen really make a difference? One of the
myths surrounding the Brussels bubble is that of a nontransparent and complicated jungle of hierarchies; a
world where only the wealthy and most experienced
lobbyists can succeed in pushing their interests through.
What is often forgotten is the very core of #lobbying giving a voice to everybody, the big and small, the rich
and poor. Resources are irrelevant. #Resourcefulness is
what matters.
Enhancing #civilengagement in policy-making is one of
the magic pills to cure the mistrust that citizens have
towards the political system. It also functions as a
feedback mechanism for the politicians on how they are
doing in serving as our voice. The tools for successful
citizens’ lobbies are already out there. The question is
obviously the availability of training which could
empower citizens to make use of them in practice.
It is a #privilege of each citizen to express their interests,
influence the rules of the game while they are being
negotiated, and define their future in this way. With the
right tools, support and strategic approach everybody
can make a change and indeed - everybody can be a good
lobbyist.
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No, I am not going to ask which cause you would create a lobbying
campaign around. How about you start with supporting one of the
projects that are already up-and-running?
Can you contribute your time, money or expertise to amplify the
voice that speaks on your behalf? Maybe this can be one of them?

@luciaklestincova

SUBSCRIBE to
@LUCIAKLESTINCOVA

@lightsoneurope
@luciaklestincova
@lightsoneurope
@luciaklestincova

LIKE PAGE
@klestincovalucia
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EPISODE

43-45

#VOICE

INES
MOURA

Our voice is really a super powerful tool that we have.
We carry it with us, but we don't know what to do with
it.
Few people work on their voice like you do. It's
definitely one of the skills of the future, which people
will accept as just another competency to work on.
I think vocal coaching is a discovery. It's a process of
self awareness and it's about finding our internal
resources and our authenticity.

SPEECH AND
LANGUAGE THERAPIST,
VOCAL COACH,
AUTHOR AND COFOUNDER OF THE
INTERNATIONAL
CERTIFICATION “HIGHPERFORMANCE VOCAL
COACHING”.

LISTEN TO
EPISODE 43 ON VOICE COACHING
EPISODE 44 ON VOCAL EXERCISES
EPISODE 45 ON REMOTE WORK
ON YOUTUBE
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“It took me quite a long time to develop a voice, and now
that I have it, I am not going to be silent”
- Madeleine Albright
One of my greatest passions in life is helping young
#changemakers advance on their journey of creating a
meaningful impact in the area they care about the most. I
accompany them in effectively navigating the complex
world of personal development and empower them in rediscovering their own true passion. Once we find it, we
build strategies to translate the dream they have for
changing the world into concrete steps to embark on that
adventure.
A big part of this work (and play) is learning how to use
one’s #voice to create the desired social impact and ‘be
gotten’ by those who you wish to hear you. Few of us
were taught how to use our voice properly - both
metaphorically and literally. It is such an essential, yet
unrecognised part of our communication. It’s probably
just a question of time until vocal training is added to the
standard menu for those who wish to up their game as
leaders and public #speakers. A couple of the right
tongue stretches or even yawns can make a huge
difference in ensuring that your message ‘lands’ as you
have prepared it.
I hope that you enjoy(ed) this series of interviews diving
deep into the mysteries of what happens not just in our
throats, but in the entire body as a pretty miraculous
musical instrument!
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Have you watched my first ever public yawn in my YouTube
interview discussing some of the vocal coaching exercises? Do you
want to see more of such interviews in Season 2, focusing on
personal development work that I experiment with?

How to turn your mess into your message? How to
unlock the skill, hobby, passion and expertise that lives
inside of you, and build a meaningful career or social
impact project?
Book a free exploratory call to see if I can support you
on your journey https://luciaklestincova.eu/mentoring/

MENTORING

LUCIA
KLESTINCOVA.EU
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IF YOU ARE STILL
WONDERING WHO IS
LUCIA KLEŠTINCOVÁ
Lucia means lights and that’s what she loves embracing
the most. As a stand for transforming the EU via new
culture leadership, she is known for her talent to ignite
new possibilities for growth, self-expression and social
impact. She is a policy-maker, podcast host, founder of
several women’s networks, and a career coach to
changemakers who are equally passionate about inner
alignment work as a fuel for outer impact. During her
career at the European Commission, Lucia’s work ranged
from Brexit coordination, to digital government
procurement, to rolling out gender equality in EU policies.
After her experience of running in the 2019 European
elections she decided to continue promoting a new
quality of conversation about the EU’s leadership and
founded Lights on Europe. If this resonates, follow Lucia
on her social media to collaborate on purpose-driven
leadership, EU careers mentoring and shining more lights
on Europe.
www.luciaklestincova.eu
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ARE #YOU READY TO SHINE
MORE LIGHTS ON EUROPE?
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE IN
MAKING ALL THIS POSSIBLE?

If my commitment to shine more light on Europe
resonates with you, you can help make it happen! Here
are a couple of suggestions how to contribute to this
mission, especially in these unprecedented times:
Follow me on any of my social media channels and
let me know who you would like me to interview.
Whenever you listen to Lights on Europe, drop your
likes and comments underneath it - will you?
Share the links within your circle of friends
interested in a conversation about becoming more
aligned and impactful leaders: the entire archive is
available on https://luciaklestincova.eu/podcast/
Get in touch also if you would like to join the team
and contribute to the production and spreading of
Lights
on
Europe.
Send
your
CV
to
hello@luciaklestincova.eu,
together
with
one
paragraph or a 2-minute video about how you wish to
contribute.
Contact me for mentoring or coaching. Do you feel
my experience or ability to ask powerful questions
can support you on your journey? Stop keeping that
talent and vision to yourself. You owe it to the world!
https://luciaklestincova.eu/mentoring/
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Become an ambassador of Lights on Europe and
help with spreading the word in your community, such
as young professionals or students of EU and
international affairs.

@luciaklestincova

SUBSCRIBE to
@LUCIAKLESTINCOVA

@lightsoneurope
@luciaklestincova
@lightsoneurope
@luciaklestincova

LIKE PAGE
@klestincovalucia

Support production of Lights on Europe via
donations through this code or
https://luciaklestincova.eu/book/
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A true gem for a young professional like myself, just trying to figure out
how to navigate the Brussels bubble. Not only does it give you
confirmation that with an EU career you have chosen the coolest path
out there - it also gives a refreshing cocktail of inspiration and concrete
tips on how to tackle the challenges ahead.
- Anna, 28, from Helsinki
As a European studies student who has yet to visit Brussels, it’s the first
time that I really feel on the pulse of what it’s like working in and around
the EU institutions. It’s like a magnifying glass into the world of so-called
‘eurocrats’. A truly eye-opening reading reassuring that if your heart
beats for changing the EU, you can still contribute with your vision, even
if you don’t come from one of the most exclusive universities, silverspoon families or large member states. They really are like us, not some
pretentious weirdos speaking just legislative-gibberish with a funny
accent.
- Jaroslav, 23, from Slovakia
Having already established a career within the EU-institutions I didn’t
have too high expectations for what this book would give me. I couldn’t
be more wrong. This is exactly the kind of conversation we need about
the future of EU leadership if we want to jump-leap forward.
- Hélène, 39, from France
Been following Lucia and her podcast throughout the entire season - I
love to see the passion, courage to bring the new and the light into the
world of European changemakers. If only you had started earlier - maybe
we wouldn’t be dealing with Brexit now? Loving the YouTube addition too
- wish you all the best for Season 2!
- Patrick, 48, from Ireland

